General donations, corporate sponsorship, community events, individual actions ... all toward the mission of saving lives!

As the only remaining charity in The Netherlands with the one focus of funding breast cancer research, A Sister’s Hope has a greater responsibility than ever before. Researchers need multiple funding options so they can move forward with projects as they uncover new dimensions to this disease.

Throughout the year, donations are collected from across the country, in honor or memory of someone who faced the diagnosis, from small events organized by others, by companies doing charity drives among employees or through the sale of their products. One way A Sister’s Hope gets others involved in this mission is by organizing its own events. This energizes individuals, gets them doing something for their own physical and mental health, and makes them part of the solution. Everyone wins!

Please visit the website - ASistersHope.org - and see how you can be involved in 2019. Donate. Organize a fundraiser. Register for an existing event. Be a part of this effort for the greater good.

Help give others hope.

Click here. Take action.

Rolling out the carpet for a new year of actions to raise as much as possible for researchers!